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You can also register for copyright. It is not necessary, but can help in collecting damages in court cases.

ABOUT COPYRIGHT

Copyright is fixed in the moment of creation.

Attribution is not permission.

Being publicly available is not the same as being in the public domain.
the right to reproduce

the right to prepare derivative works

the right to distribute copies of the work to the public

the right to perform the copyrighted work publicly

the right to display the copyrighted work publicly

the right to perform the copyrighted work through an audio recording
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The rights holder can give away/sell any part of the bundle of rights they have been given

Their rights are transferred under an exclusive license to a publisher
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making photocopies printing articles

posting articles online (course reserves are covered by our Copyright.com license... with stipulations)

including copyrighted materials in presentations displaying copyrighted materials in a lecture posted to Panopto
RIGHTS WE HAVE THROUGH OUR LICENSE:

• Course packs

• Class handouts

• Course reserves

• Sending articles through internal emails
Our Copyright.com Academic License

Rights we don't have through our license:

- Promotional use
- Reproducing an entire work
PUBLIC DOMAIN

FAIR USE

THE TEACH ACT

LICENSES

PAYING FOR PERMISSION: COPYRIGHT.COM

ASKING FOR PERMISSION
PERMISSIBLE TO SHARE

Quoting is considered fair use. Replicating or using large chunks of a work is not.

Government works

Work with the rights holders' permission and paid royalties, if necessary

Raw data is not copyrighted. But the arrangement and compilation of such data is.

TEACH Act
INTER-LIBRARY LOAN

10 percent rule

We cannot reproduce an entire book

We cannot obtain a publication that is still in press or ahead of print (Research Gate)

CONTU Rule
WHO DO I ASK?
Always ask the rights holder.

THE AUTHOR IS USUALLY NOT THE RIGHTS HOLDER.

THE PUBLISHER IS USUALLY THE RIGHTS HOLDER.
WHAT DO I OWN?
WHAT DO I OWN?

- PAPERS
- PRESENTATIONS*
- CLASS HANDOUTS
- SYLLABI
- LECTURE NOTES
- IMAGES YOU HAVE PHOTOGRAPHED

*excluding the copyrighted material (i.e., images) within them
• Licenses tell you what you can and cannot do with an image

• You can create a license for a photo you have taken

• Creative Commons aggregators

• Proper Google Image searching

• Government images
• National Eye Institute Images
  https://nei.nih.gov/photo

• CDC Public Health Image Library
  https://phil.cdc.gov/phil/home.asp

• National Eye Institute Cogan Collection
  https://cogancollection.nei.nih.gov

• Other Medical Stock Images Sources
PIRATING PAPERS

- Research Gate
- SciHub
- OMICS
- Twitter / Reddit

Most of these sites include open access articles or articles available through inter-library loan